
Welcome!
• If you have any problems, you can email us:

rtaylor@kngs.co.uk

mmillward@kngs.co.uk

Read and make notes on all of the slides.

The main tasks are on slide 13.

Remember, when you get your results we are interested in 
both your literature and language results as the skills aren’t like 
at GCSE! It doesn’t matter which one you have the higher grade 
in.

mailto:rtaylor@kngs.co.uk
mailto:mmillward@kngs.co.uk


What do onions make you think of?! 

Consider the five senses.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrIiLvg58SY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p2zov3MSTEs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrIiLvg58SY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p2zov3MSTEs


What kind of a poem do you think this might be? 
What might some of the themes be and why? 
How do onions fit in?!



A-Level English Language and Literature

It is NOT an English Language A-level          
It is NOT like the Language GCSE

You MUST enjoy reading!

How Is It Different to English Literature?

• A lot is very similar: we study two novels (‘The 

Handmaid’s Tale,’ and ‘The Great Gatsby’), Shakespeare’s 

‘Othello’ and a collection of Carol Ann Duffy’s poetry.

•There is a creative writing component, but with a 

difference: you get to justify your choices to the examiner!

•We analyse real life speech and learn how what people 

mean and what they say aren’t always the same thing! 

•We embark upon a literary adventure to Paris by studying 

multi-modal texts like adverts, blogs and graphic novels 

and we examine how these writers manipulate us.

•The NEA (a bit like coursework) is an exciting opportunity 

to compare any literary and non-literary text such as TV 

programmes, films and even song lyrics. It’s your choice!

100% A-C 
for three 
years 
running!



A Level 

Paper1 : Telling Stories – 3 hour exam

40% of A level

Paper2 : Exploring Conflict – 2 ½ hour exam

40% A level

Non-exam assessment: Making Connections –
coursework folder

20% of A level



Paper 1: Telling Stories
Section A : Remembered Places (Anthology: Paris) 
Closed Book

1 compulsory question

Section B : Imagined Worlds - Handmaid’s Tale open 
book

Choice of 2 questions (answer 1)

Section C: Poetic Voices - Carol Ann Duffy open book

Choice of 2 questions (answer 1)



Paper 2: Exploring Conflict

Section A: Writing About Society

The Great Gatsby Open book 

Completing a re-creative task based on the novel

You will also be required to write a commentary

Section B : Dramatic Encounters

Othello

Answer one question from a choice of two



Coursework Folder: Making 
Connections

Personal Investigation: explores a specific 
technique or theme in both literary and non-
literary discourse 

(2,500-3,000 words)



L.O: To be able to comment on how a poetic 
voice is created.

What do we expect from a conventional love 
poem?



L.O: To be able to comment 
on how a poetic voice is 
created.

Valentine by Carol Ann Duffy

Not a red rose or a satin heart.

I give you an onion.
It is a moon wrapped in brown paper.
It promises light
like the careful undressing of love.

Here. 
It will blind you with tears 
like a lover.
It will make your reflection
a wobbling photo of grief.

I am trying to be truthful.

Not a cute card or a kissogram.

I give you an onion.
Its fierce kiss will stay on your lips,
possessive and faithful
as we are,
for as long as we are.

Take it.
Its platinum loops shrink to a wedding-ring,
if you like.

Lethal.
Its scent will cling to your fingers,
cling to your knife. 

The tone is very important is this poem.
How would you describe it?

How would you feel if the poem was written to 
you?

What do you make of the moon metaphor in 
stanza 2? What about the loops in stanza 7?

Confident?
Seductive?
Aggressive?
Annoyed?

What does the moon influence? 
Context Info.

In ancient mythology the moon was ruled by 
Diana, a goddess worshipped by the Roman 

women. She had two sides to her personality; 
the pure maiden and the huntress. She was 
believed to help pregnant women through 

labour.



L.O: To be able to comment 
on how a poetic voice is 
created.

Valentine by Carol Ann Duffy

Not a red rose or a satin heart.

I give you an onion.
It is a moon wrapped in brown paper.
It promises light
like the careful undressing of love.

Here. 
It will blind you with tears 
like a lover.
It will make your reflection
a wobbling photo of grief.

I am trying to be truthful.

Not a cute card or a kissogram.

I give you an onion.
Its fierce kiss will stay on your lips,
possessive and faithful
as we are,
for as long as we are.

Take it.
Its platinum loops shrink to a wedding-ring,
if you like.

Lethal.
Its scent will cling to your fingers,
cling to your knife. 

How does Duffy bring the poetic voice to life?

To what extent 
do you think it’s 

a feminist 
poem?

Aim to refer in detail to linguistic devices:
Verb tense?
Pronouns?
Choice of verbs?
Sound devices (Be careful though!!)?
Adjectives?
Exophoric referencing (when you refer to something 
outside of the text.)



L.O: To be able to comment 
on how a poetic voice is 
created.

Valentine by Carol Ann Duffy

Not a red rose or a satin heart.

I give you an onion.
It is a moon wrapped in brown paper.
It promises light
like the careful undressing of love.

Here. 
It will blind you with tears 
like a lover.
It will make your reflection
a wobbling photo of grief.

I am trying to be truthful.
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I give you an onion.
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as we are,
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if you like.

Lethal.
Its scent will cling to your fingers,
cling to your knife. 

What is Duffy saying about love?

Help:
• How does the extended metaphor work? 
• Is the poem what you would expect from a 

conventional love poem? Find specific examples. 
What might it show about the narrative voice 
that she chooses this style?

Challenge:
How does the structure enhance the extended 
metaphor?



Summer Homework

1) Write the lover’s response to Duffy’s poem.

Aim for about 400 words (or less if you choose a poem).

2) Explain to me how you think have created a convincing ‘voice’. 

Aim for about 500 words.

3) Read ‘The Handmaid’s Tale.’ 

There will be a knowledge test about the plot the first lesson back!

4) Do you think that the novel is anti-men? Do you like Offred as a protagonist -
why? Aim for about 500 words.




